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Currently, strategic planning, if it has been imple-
mented ^roperly, is apparently the only way to obtain a
successful effort for each institution (both government and
private sectors) in accomplishing given goals.
This thesis attempts to study the implementation of
strategic planning in Indonesia's Transmigration Plan. For
that purpose, some additional analysis for similar efforts
in other countries is also included in order to give mere
comprehensive perspectives.
Seme conclusions and recommendations are generated to
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Strategic planning in the put/lie sector as well as in
the private sector has become more important since the rapid
changes in technology. This has significant impact upon the
degree of uncertainty for the social systems, particularly
in management.
Strategic planning is a term that has been introduced
into the terminology of management in recent years to
describe the task of choosing future directions and areas of
concentration for an organization. The aim of strategic
planning in general is to ensure that the present and future
activities cf an organization are approximately matched to
conditions in the environment in which it must operate.
Strategic planning is different in many respects from
ether forms of planning that consist of the construction of
an orderly sequence of tasks that, when properly imple-
mented, will result in the achievement of an objective. The
work of strategic planning consists of the detection and
consideration of opportunities and threats that may arise in
the external environment of an organization.
Even when strategic planning has been formulated prop-
erly, the rapid change of the environment (technology, poli-
tics, social values, etc.) are always uncertain and
unpredictable. This causes the implementation of strategic
planning to be less smooth than expected. Therefore, the
implementation of strategic planning must be evaluated and
revised continuously to anticipate the changes of the envi-
ronment in order to approach the meeting of objectives.
In dealing with the rapid growth of population and
inflation caused by the world's recession, many nations,
particularly in the developing countries have been faced
with lower income per capita. This in turn causes other
problems such as friction in social setting, urbanization,
etc. Seme strategic plans as a prescription to eliminate
these problems have come from many experts and sources. Some
suggested that less developing country must concentrate on
physical capital formation. But the investment in human
resources is also important. Some suggested that industrial-
ization should be emphasized, but not at the expense of
agricultural production and productivity.
All of these suggestions are ambiguous and difficult to
delineate but each less developed countries will have to
make all of them, implicitly or explicitly by stated goals
and the attempt at movement towards these goals.
Internal migration is always a complicated problem
facing each government, particularly in populous and less
developed countries. It is caused by the flowing of the low
income people, who are usually less educated from rural
areas to urban areas and who are driven by the belief that
they will have more opportunity to get better jobs and
increase their income rather than by staying in the rural
areas.
Indonesia with 147.5 million of people and a relatively
hign growth rate ( 2.32 percent per year ) in 1930 [Ref. 1],
is now the fifth most populous country in the world. This
country, as with other countries which have been considered
as pcfulcus and less developed, is facing shortages in food,
health facilities, education facilities, etc. caused by
internal migration and growing po r ulation.
As one of the effort dealing with the internal migra-
tions, the government initiated and is conducting a
"Transmigration Program" which is aimed at intensifying the
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spread of the population and opening up and developing of
new production areas, especially for agricultural purposes,
in the form of regional development, particularly outside
Java and Bali islands, to guarantee the improvement of the
living standard of the transmigrants and the surrounding
communities, [fief. 2\.
In order for there to be a more successful effort in
accomplishirg this program/ the author believe that stra-
tegic planning in the entire program is increasingly needed.
Whether strategic planning has been implemented properly in
the Transmigration Plan for implementing this program and
what else can be done for improvement in the future will be
discussed throughout the thesis.
E. OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this thesis are to detect, using anal-
ysis, any leakages and/or weaknesses of the strategic plan-
ning inplementation in Indonesia's Transmigration Plan, and
then to generate conclusions and recommendations.
Comparable studies from other countries in the similar
problem area are examined in order to get a more objective
evaluation from the existing systems for future improvement.
C. TEESIS STROCTUBE
This thesis consists of five chapters, and is structured
as fellows:
Chapter One is the introduction. It contains the tack-
ground and the thesis objectives.
Chapter Two discusses the theory of strategic planning,
from strategy, planning, to the implementation of strategic
planning in general as it has been used in the business
sector rather than in the government sector. For the public
sector, some modification must be made because of difference
11
iii its objectives. Migration is discussed in this chapter
in order to clarify and acquire understanding of the cause
cf the transmigration problem in Indonesia.
Chapter Three presents Indonesia's Transmigration Plan
by giving some overviews ox the Geographic 3ackgrcund f
Demographic and Racial Background, The Main principles of
Indonesia's Development Plan, and the Transmigration Plan.
Chapter Four seeks to analyze the strategic planning
implementation in Indonesia's Transmigration Plan.
Chapter Five gives some conclusions and recommendations
for iirprovement of future implementation.
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II. STRATEGIC PLANNING AND MIGRATION.
A. STRATEGY
A great amount of confusion exists on the part cf prac-
titioners and academicians about what is meant by the term
strategy. The word "strategy", which derives from the
ancient Greek word "strategos", meaning "the art of the
general", has since taken on a variety of broad and often
ambiguous definitions.
Everyone seems tc have a different concept and defini-
tion. Seme people view strategy as a general plan to reach
predetermined objectives, while others see it as identifying
general directions for the organization to follow such as
survival, or growth, cr retrenchment. Some see strategy as
having tc do with the deployment of resources. Still ethers
equate it with leng-range planning.
Strategy, initially comes from and has widely been used
in the military in accomplishing their tasks to win a war.
In the military term, many definitions have been given .
Vcn Clusewitz [ Ref. 3] defined strategy as the art of
the employment of battles as a means to gain the object of
war. In other words, strategy forms the plan of the war,
maps cut the proposed course of each different campaign and
regulates the battles to be fought.
Vcn Moltke [Ref. 4] defined strategy as the practical
adaptation cf the means placed at a general*s disposal to
the attainment of the object in view, while Liddel Hart
[Ref. 5] came up with a shorter definition, that strategy is
the art of distributing and applying military means to
fulfil the ends of policy.
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Strategy depends for success, first and foremost, on a
sound calculation and coordination of the end and the means.
The end irust be proportioned to the value and needs of that
intermediate end, whether it be to gain an objective cr to
fulfil a contributory purpose. The aim of strategy is to
fulfil the objectives laid down by policy, making the best
use of the resources available. An excess may be as harmful
as a deficiency. Broadly speaking, strategy in military term
is concerned with the movement of troops before they ccme
into actual collision £Eef. 5].
Strategy may be a single entity in so far as object and
method are concerned. But when it comes to applying it, it
must necessarily be sub-divided into specialized categories








Figure 2. 1 Division of Strategy in the Military.
conflict. The structure of the strategy's sub-divisions
form a pyramid (see Figure 2.1).
At the top of the pyramid, is total strategy, sometimes
called grand strategy, or national strategy, wnose task is
to lay down the object for each specialized category of
strategy and the manner in which political, economic, also
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diplomatic, and military factors may be woven together.
Eelow the the level of the total strategy, is an overall
strategy, in which the function is to allot tasks and coor-
dinate the various forms of activity within the field
concerned.
Within each branch of activity, according to Liddel Hart
[Ref. 5] there is a need to have a distinct category of
strategy. This is the level at which concept and implementa-
tion meet, when the optimum must be adjusted to those things
that are possible in the light of technical limitations and
called operational strategy. Its purpose is not only to
harmonize the objective laid down by overall strategy witn
the capabilities of tactics and techniques in use in the
tranch concerned, but also to ensure that those tactics and
techniques are developed in the directions which will best
fit them to meet futire strategic requirements.
Furthermore, strategy, strategic planning, and the
strategy formulation process have been defined in various
ways in the academic literature, and are usually applied in
the business environment.
A useful and current definition is from Hofer and
Schendel [ Eef . 6], that strategy is the fundamental pattern
of present and planned resources deployments and environ-
mental interactions that indicate how the organization will
achieve its objectives. They further suggest that a critical
aspect cf top management's work today involves matching
organizational competencies with the opportunities and risks
created ty environmental changes in ways that will be both
effective ard efficient over the time such resources will be
deployed.
Steiner [Ref. 7] said that the basic characteristics of
the match an organization achieves with its environment is
called its strategy.
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All of them have indicated that the concept of strategy
is thus one of top management's -major tools for coping with
both external and internal changes.
Different concepts of strategy derived from the world of
business, in which the applications of the strategy depend
upon the structure cf individual enterprises. Strategy is
divided into three major categories which consist of corpo-
rate strategy at the top level, followed by business
strategy in the middle, and functional strategy at the lower
level.
Ansoff [Ref. 8] sums it up with 'enterprise strategy' as
the fcurth cr the lowest level (see Figure 2.2).
Strategy is a human construction. So, it must be noted
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Figure 2.2 Strategy division in business.
human needs. It must ultimately inspire commitment. It must




The formulation of strategy basically consists of six
steps: first, to record the current strategy. This step can
and shculd act as the foundation for subsequent steps in the
formulation of new strategies. The second step of the
strategy formulation is to identify the strategic problems,
because these problems can take the form of threats or
opportunities in the environment. Failure to meet plans,
adverse trends with respect to share of market, competitive
advantage, etc. , must be identified and must be incorporated
into the strategic formulation.
The third step in this strategy formulation, is to
discover the core elements. If the second step hignlights
have any serious problems, it is necessary to discover their
core. A diagnosis in respect to the company's performance
against current plans and strategies and a prognosis as to
the future consequences of continuing the current strategy
are both involved in this step. The fourth step, tc formu-
late alternatives is critical. Once the core of the strategy
problem has been discovered, management can formulate alter-
native ways of solving the problem. Consideration must be
given to all possible ways to solve the problems and it is a
time for imagination and not just logic.
The fifth step of the strategy formulation, is to eval-
uate alternatives. In this step, management looks at the
bearing cf the various vital factors on the choice of a
strategy. The alternatives must be compared in terms of the
relative effectiveness in solving the strategic problems,
the degree to which each matches the company's competence
and resources, their relative competitive advantage, the
extent to which they satisfy management's preferences and
sense of social responsibility, and their relative ability
to minimize the creation of new problems.
The sixth step, is to formulate a new strategy. In this
step, management identifies factors which are of overriding
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importance. These are the factors on which the decision
turns. In the strategy problem, where there may appear to be
five cr six relevant factors of significance, one or two of
them nay seem pivotal, and the relative standing of the
alternatives with respect to these factors provides the
basis for the final choice.
The implementation of strategy is comprised of a series
of subactivities which are primarily administrative. If
purpose is determined, then the resources of a company can
be mobilized to accomplish it.
B. PLANNING
Today there is no generally accepted meaning of planning
and plans. Even if a Confucius were made ruler of the world
it is doubtful that he could fix a meaning for these terms
that would be received as the only definitions.
The word planning comes from the Latin 'planum", meaning
'flat surface". The word planning according to the Oxford
Latin Dictionary £Ref. 9], is the simple or straightforward
sense of a word or statement. To day, the word planning
encompasses such a broad scope of human activity that any
simple definition is insufficient to convey its full
meaning.
A plan is any detailed scheme, program or method worked
out beforehand for the accomplishment of objectives.
Inherent in this are three elements. A plan must deal with
the future, must involve action, and must identify who is to
implement that future action.
Ackoff [Ref. 10] defined planning as a design for
achieving a desired future result, whose purpose is to
establish an effective means of achieving that desired
result. It is a process done in advance of taking final
action; that is, it anticipates decision making. It means
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that a company must determine where it has been, where it is
now, and where it wants to be in the future. Planning's
purpose is to manipulate the present in a systematic fashion
in order to be prepared for the future.
Terry [Eef. 11] said, that planning is one of the basic
tasks of management. If the process of management is divided
into four fundamental functions, namely planning, orga-
nizing, actuating and controlling, planning becomes the key
function. Managers organize, actuate, and control to assure
that goals are reached according to plan.
Planning is the production of a range of meaningful
potentials for selecting courses of action through a system-
atic consideration of alternatives. The need for organiza-
tional planning is obvious; the future is uncertain and
always unpredictable.
For this reason, it is essential that any organization
clarify its objectives, determine what action must be taken
to achieve the objectives, and by whom, and also be asle to
determine the cost -to achieve the goals.
Since the future is uncertain, planners must worK with
uncertainty. Assumptions must be made to simplify problems.
Therefore, the ultimate outcome of any plan may not be what
was expected at the start. Proper planning which includes
the ability to adapt the plan to changing informatior cannot
guarantee that the future can be predicted with accuracy or
that mistakes will not occur. Many people nave been disap-
pointed in planning for this reason. They expected too much
from planning. Green [Eef. 12] emphasizes that proper plan-
ning is net a "crystal- ball", but it is a means by which
management can minimize unfortunate events.
In this decade of tremendous increase in speed,
complexity of problems, competition, and the rate of change
of the environment, an up-to-date planning process is a
must. Enlightened managers can no longer rely solely on
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experience to judge whether they are meeting their original
objective. They must have a system that provides them with
the information to assess whether they are optimizing
performance in a changing environment. Many formulas and
methods have been developed and suggested in order tc make a
good plan with their specific reasons based on management
theory and experience.
Steiner [Eef. 7] summarized the steps of traditional
approach to planning, as follows:
1. Information gathering.
2. Review of organizational missions and objectives.
3. Choice between alternative courses of action.
4. Development of detailed plans and allocation of
resources to activities.
5. I n: pie men tat ion of the detailed plans.
6. Evaluation of the results of the activities as
a preliminary to a new planning cycle.
C. S1BATE.GIC PLANNIHG
The process of planning for future action has been
addressed in many ways, and called by many names, such as
"long-range planning", "comprehensive planning", and "corpo-
rate planning". None of these are definitive of the content
of the process and they have often been misused and abused
in application.
Because the involvement of management at all levels is
essential to the process, the term "corporate planning" has
been used to describe the activity. Redman [Ref. 13] defined
corporate planning as the program which developes lcng-term
strategy and evaluates short-range strategies, business
decisions, and judgments against that strategy in order to
identify future opportunities.
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Prior tc any presentation on how corporate planning is
done there is a need to understand the responsibility that
the participants have for decision-making. The responsi-
bility that each of the levels of management has in the
decision-making process is indicative of the role that each
must fulfill in the planning process.
In the business environment there is a premise that
there are three decision-making characteristics in planning
and controlling a business, and that the levels of manage-
ment have a clearly defined responsibility in each. One of
them is "strategic planning" which involves functional
management and general management. Strategic planning is
concerned with establishing objectives, providing resources,
setting policies to govern acquisition, use, and disposition
cf resources.
Strategic planning is a new phenomenon in business
management. It started in the early 1960's where managers in
large organizations attempted to formalize the planning
activities and to focus them on affecting the strategic
direction of their enterprises.
The Host vocal and visible advocate of such efforts was
Eobert S. McNamara, who left the presidency of Ford Motor
Company in 196 1 to become Secretary of Defence in the
Kennedy Administration.
At Ford McNamara had developed a method of multi-year
planning which helped him gain perspective on the key stra-
tegic decision in that company. He carried this management
technology with him into the Pentagon, applying it to an
organization more than ten times the size of Ford with
apparent great success.
Mr. McNamara' s abilities as a manager and the role of
long-range planning as an essential ingredient to his effec-
tiveness were widely discussed in the popular press.
Managers of large organizations all over the country began
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wondering if they, too, should attempt such an effort.
Managerial interest in the design of strategic planning
systems was mushrooming in 1968 and the development cf stra-
tegic planning systems matured rapidly during 1968 - 1S72.
Anthcny [ Eef . 14] defined strategic planning as the
process cf deciding on objectives of the organization, on
changes in these objectives, on tne resources used to attain
these objectives, and on the policies that are to govern the
acquisition, use, and disposition of the resources.
The main purpose of strategic planning is to select
future areas of activity and future courses of action for
the organization. This planning must keep in mind the
mission of the organization, its objectives, and the values
and preferences that can be attributed to it. The idea of
strategic planning is that strategic planning is the equiva-
lent of the simultaneous considerations of the set of inter-
dependent decisions facing an organization.
The primary aim of strategic planning is to choose a set
of activities for the organization that will result in a
high degree of achievement of its objectives. An important
result of the process, is that the activities of the organi-
zation are closely matched to the environment in which it
operates.
The outline of the traditional* s approach of planning by
Steiner which has been mentioned above, in the general
sense, conforms with strategic planning. For example, the
first step of the outline — information gathering— is an
important part of the strategic planning. This is true, not
only in the initial stages of the process, but continuously
throughout the formulation of future directions and courses
of action.
In similar fashion, a review of organizational missions
and objectives is an essential preliminary to strategic
planning, and a constant activity throughout the continuing
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process. The sixth step— evaluation of the results of the
activities as a preliminary to a new planning cycle --is
also an important part of the strategic planning process in
order to maintain the continuation of the process as has
teen mentioned above.
Mockler [Ref. 15] stated, that the process of strategic
planning provides as cutput a set of strategies and policies
that constitute a framework for planning and decision maKing
throughout the organization. Since these strategies and
policies emerge directly from the planning process, they are
seen ly all concerned as natural extensions, and the airpli-
fication of the organizational objectives on which the
process is based.
The output from strategic planning also provides a tasis
for considering the internal structure of the organization.
It is necessary that this structure be designed in a manner
that is appropriate to and complementary to the activities
in which the organization will be engaged.
Strategic planning is concerned with change, which is
always uncertain, and continuous. Strategic planning deals
witn effectiveness (deciding the right things to do) rather
than with efficiency (deciding how to do the things right)
,
which is what operation planning is all about. It means
determining the grand design of the enterprise, where and
what we want to be in terms of years (5 years, 10 years, 15
years, etc.), and how we will get there. It is more concerned
with direction and thrust than with precision.
Strategic planning also requires the deliberation of
alternative ways to achieve long range objectives, bearing
in mind external developments, risks and resources avail-
able, beside the allocation of limited resources to
competing demands, which means setting priorities. To tuild
a distinctive niche, to remain successful, it is usually
necessary to withdraw support from marginal activities in
order to concentrate on the best opportunities.
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Strategic planning requires the involvement of managers
in the process of developing and communicating strategic
decisions in order to gain their commitment to plans and
achieve unity of purpose.
Strategic planning is not necessary concerned exclu-
sively with matters that are long-range. Whereas some stra-
tegic considerations are long term by their very nature,
others may arise as a result of sudden and unpredictable
changes in the external environment of an organization.
These changes sometimes require significant modification of
the future directions and activities of the organization
concerned.
Marvin Bower [Ref. 16] stated that strategic planning
and lcng-range planning are not synonyms. It is true, since
the metncdology of the long-range planning was developed in
the United States in the fifties, witn deep influences from
planning technology stemming from countries with long-range
planned economies, rased upon the extrapolation of past
situations.
Eecause the present conditions are not the same as those
in the past, it is very risky to extrapolate the future. So,
the relevant changes must be made, in this stage, strategic
planning exists.
Strategic planning, according to Hover [Ref. 17], typi-
cally is described in terms of two levels: business
strategy, and corporate strategy. At the business level,
strategy focuses on competition within a particular industry
or product/market segment, whereas corporate level strategy
is concerned primarily with defining the set of business
activities the organization should ce in. Whether at the
business level or at the corporate level, however, strategy
is formulated from the point cf view of focal organization
forces tc deal with the external environment. It therefore
is strictly unit based.
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Business strategy deals with how the focal unit meets
variations in its local environment. So, organizations
respond to cyclical variations in the product life-cycle,
emphasizing, first, a strategy of research and development
innovation, then price and cost reductions, and finally,
switching tc marketing and advertising strategy.
Corporate strategy, on the other hand, deals with how
the focal unit makes long term changes in its basic struc-
ture and activity in order to accommodate itself tc a new
and different environmental niches.
In the government institutions because of different
objectives and environment from the business enterprises,
strategic planning strives to provide and manage the
resources available into an effective and efficient systems
using scarce resources (fixed procedures, limited manpower,
facilities, and budget constraint)
.
In crder to inclement the strategic planning, Dan
Collier [Ref. 18] suggested that the organization must prac-
tice strategic management, while Peter Lorange [Ref. 19]
suggested nine such requirements for the effective use in
implementation.
To successfully practice strategic management, Collier
also suggested that the company must follow a series of
principles. First, the chief executive officer must be
committed to see that the indicated decisions are made and
carried out. Secondly, the company must be properly orga-
nized to practice strategic management. Third, the strategic
plan must te credible. The fourth principle is that the
functional action plan must support the strategy.
The fifth requirement is that corporate resource alloca-
tions must support the corporate goals and be realistic with
respect to the strategic plan. The sixth principle is that
the corporation must have a good monitoring and early
warning system for strategy deviation. The last principle.
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that the operating managers must be rewarded for their
success in implementing the strategy.
D. MIGRATION
The migration of people for any set of reasons can be
divided into two groups. The first group is the migration
from cne country to the other. From the original country
this group can be seen as "external migration", since they
move out from the original country to the destination
country. The original country called them "emigrants",
while the destination country would call them "immigrants".
The reason for this type of group to leave their coun-
triesis not always easy to identify but it seems primarily
stem ficm political than economic motives such as fceing
forced by repressive policies of the government, frustration
and dissatisfaction with the government policies at their
original countries, tribal conflicts, international
conflicts, etc. Seme have emigrated because of their own
decision to move based on their believe that they will have
better living conditions in the new land rather than if they
stayed in their original countries. This type of migrants
usually can be found in European countries. This group is
often composed of many social stratifications and usually
want to reccme permanent residents in the new country. dany
emigrants prefer to return back to their original countries
if the situation permits. This type of migrants usually can
often be found in Africa, Asia, and Latin America.
A unigue example has teen given by Durham [fief, 20]
where the rural poor in El Salvador were excluded from more
than 60 percent of the nation's flatest and most fertile
land. The competitive exclusion in El Salvador, forced
increasing number of landless and land poor to cross the
border to Honduras in search of land to farm, showing that
political and economical reasons work hand-in-hand.
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IB dealing with immigrants and their impact on the
established residents, every country nas its own way. The
pressure of Salvadorean immigrants in Honduras contributing
to the mobilization cf Honduran peasants in local defense
groups and eventually into national peasant federations
because they did not want their land to be occupied by the
Salvadoreans. This issue became the principle cause of the
Soccer war in 1969, which resulted in some 130,000
Salvadorean emigrants in Honduras returning back to El
Salvador and adding to the unemployment problem there.
The U.S. government used another way to deal with
Vietnamese and Cuban refugees. All of the refugees have been
treated and resettled in a certain area by government initi-
ation and Congressional approval based on "Human Rights" for
moral and political reasons. For example, the first public
mention cf bringing Vietnamese refugees into the U.S. came
in President Ford's State of the Union address. He told the
Congress that the U.S. has a profound moral obligation to
the Vietnamese [Kef. 21].
The second group is the migration from one place to
another within one country, primarily because of eccnoiric
reasons. Seme of them have been forced by natural disasters
like destructive flooding, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions,
etc., while some of them have been driven by fact, assump-
tion, and belief that in another place they will have more
opportunity to get more money and that it is relatively
easier to jet a better job. This group flow pattern is
called "internal migration" and usually often result in what
has been called a "rural-urban problem". Examples are found
in many countries in the world, particularly found in the
less developed and populous countries.
Some examples of internal migrations can be seen in
Brazil and the Dominica Republic caused by improper land
use. In Dcminica, for example, nomadic slash-and-burn
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farmers (conquerors) were destroying valuable timber and
causing large-scale soil erosion, with serious consequent
problems in the catchment areas of dams. InBrazil policy in
sugar export forced the small farmers into the agreste where
ochre-colored high bush replaces the green forest, and vege-
tation thins out and gradually merges into the sertao [Ref.
22].
Both external nigration and internal migration are
difficult to cope with, since they deal with people of
various personal needs, come from different social stratifi-
cation and environments. Each country has its own way and
depend upon its ability to identify the cause of migration,
which policy will be used, what kind of resources are
needed, etc.
The situation concerning the American Indian in the
United States, for example, was not exactly the same as the
way for the Indonesian government to deal with the increase
in population density in Java, Madura, Bali, and Lombok
Islands, even if both countries faced the same problem of
the internal migrants. The U.S. government was faced with
more intense problems of how to prevent the American Indians
from total loss caused by their inability to adapt to the
modern environment. In the other hand the Indonesian
government faced intense need to distribute people from more
densely populated areas to less dense areas in order to
increase their income and to meet the need of the labor
force for the acceleration of each region's economic
development.
The author believes that in this kind of situation stra-
tegic planning is how to cope with this problem. The author
also believe that even if the strategic planning in this
particular problem has ueen carefully formulated, it is
nothing then if it is not i nplemented properly.
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III. INDCMESIA1S TRANSMIGRATION pj^jj
A. GECGEAPHIC BACKGECOND
Indonesia is the largest archipelagic nation in the
world. It consists of several main islands and archipelagoes
totalling atout 13,677 islands and islets of which about
6,000 are inhabited. These islands extending for 5,120 kilo-
meters along the Eguator form a natural barrier and the
cross-road between two oceans, the Pacific and Indonesian
oceans and a bridge between two continents, that of Asia and
Australia. This formation has made the straits between the
islands strategically important throughout history. Because
ox its strategic position, therefore, Indonesia's cultural,
social, political, and economic patterns have always been
conditioned by its geographic position (see Figure 3.1).
Eecause of its strategic geographical location and the
availability of many natdral resources which have never been
tapped, since the 13th century Indonesia has been the target
for colonization and exploitation mainly from European coun-
tries like Holland, Spain, Portugal, and Britain. Later the
Japanese also utilized Indonesia's natural resources to
supply their resources need in the Pacific War after this
country able to defeat and to force out the Dutch form


























This country has a land and sea area of 4.8 million
square kilometers, cf which only approximately 1.9 million
square kilometers are land. The sea is also an important
part cf Indonesian life, not only for its strategic position
for regional and super power rivalries, but also because it
provides the main stcre of protein for the daily diet. It
is also functions both as a pathway for communication and as
a cultural barrier. The difficulty of reaching the interior
of many islands has served to foster social, cultural, and
economic isolation among these ethnic groups.
Consisting of the territory of tne former Netherlands
East Indies and Portuguese Timor, Indonesia's main islands
are Java, Kalimantan, Sulawesi, Sumatra, and Irian Jaya
(formerly West Irian). This country also shares land borders
with Malaysia in the Northern Region of Kalimantan, and with
Papua New Guinea in the Eastern Region of Irian Jaya, while
Singapore and Philippines share sea border with Indonesia.
Eaced with this situation, a "Good Neighborhood Policy"
has become necessary for all these countries in order to
maintain the national interest of each country, e. g. the
protection cf national security and national resources from
intruders.
The Indonesian archipelago has a highly complex geolog-
ical history. This effected the nation's volcanic soil
conditicns, numerous mountain systems, and a variety of
flora and fauna. The land, especially in the Java area, are
generally covered by thick tropical rain forests where
fertile soils are continuously replenished by volcanic erup-
tions which will eject lava which provides a high degree of
fertility after several years.
On the island cf Sumatra there is considerable of
evidence of past volcanic activities, although the ejected
material contained acid which caused the resulting soil to
have less fertility compared with tnose of Java. Java is
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consider€d as the most fertile amon j the islands, mainly
because of the many volcanic eruptions. mere are 112
volcanic centers of which 1 5 are active. Its coastal plains
are not edged by wide swamps as in the case of Sumatra,
Kalimantan, and Irian Jaya, and not bordered by coral reefs
as in the case of the island of Sulawesi.
Indonesia is alsc known as an archipelago tnat has three
distinctive area caused by its geological structure. Ihe
islands of Java, Sumatra, and Kalimantan, together with the
small islands in between, stand on the Sunda shelf, which
extends froii the coast of Malaysia and Indo China. It is
considered as a continuation of the Eurasian Continent, and
the sea depth never exceed 700 feet. This region is very
active seismicly.
Irian Jaya and the Aru islands stand on the Sahul shelf
which stretches from the north coast of Australia northward,
witn the sea depth similar to the Java's group. Between
these two shelves, in a sea area of great depth (reaching
15,000 feet), lie several islands, like Nusa Tenggara,
Sulawesi, and Maluku. This region is marked by earth move-
ments which will cause tidal waves with extremely complex
ocean currents, and the presence of coral reefs and atolls
surrounding the islands.
Ancther natural condition that forms a unique geographic
area tc Indonesia is that this country is also a highly
volcanic region. A mountain area stretcnes from the
Philippines to Eastern Indonesia. The other runs through
Sumatra, Java, Bali, Timor to Ceram and Buru islands. Ihe
complexity of the mountain structures and the nighly varied
elevations throughout Indonesia affect climate conditions
and the humidity of the regions. Of the approximately 139
active volcanoes in Indonesia mostly located in Sumatra and
Java, more than 50 percent have erupted and caused severe
Ca.. ;_,€!.
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Pecause o£ its ceograpnica... and ^oiog-Lcal structure,
Indonesia's climate ar.d weather is characterized ry an equa-
torial double rainy season. Its variation is caused by the
equatorial circulation and the meredional circulation. The
displacement of the latter circulation is closely related to
the Ncrtfc-South movement of the sun and its position at a
certain -period with regard to the earth and the continents
c_. Asia an: Australia. Thece factors contribute to the
displacement and intercity of the Inter-Tropical "onvergenc
Zone being an equatorial trough of low pressure. This cnar-
acterizes the weather of Indonesia, while the prevalence o:
the TTest Mcnsoon and the last Monsoon (the rainy and dry
seasons) are characteristic of Indonesia's climate.
The rainy season in Indonesia is generally from the
months of Decern! er to March and the dry season from May to
September. The period between April and October and November
can be regarded as the transitional period. The pattern of
rainfall is closely related to the wind pattern. The month
of January is within the rainy season and in this period the
wind tlows from the West, and is associated with the West
Monsocn. The month cf July, being within the dry season is
associated with the East Monsoon.
Ey knowing the pattern and the monthly mean of rainfall
at each region (see Eigure 3.2), tnen an agroclimatic map of
Indonesia can be drawn and, if combined with soil types,
temperature, crop types, and planting dates can be used as
input resources for crop yields forecast across the country.
In turn, this forecast can be utilized to predict the food
shortages at a certain area within the country as has been
suggested by Steyaert and Strommen in the Disaster
Preparedness Seminar for South East Asian countries in
Manila in 1S80.[Ref. 23].
Altitude is the most significant factor in temperature
modification. Change in temperature is a result of varied
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altitude; often jiving rise to frosts at night, particularly
where there are sheltered depressions rather than oi.en aouii-
tain side. In ail .arts of tne archly 3id 3'o iuct uatior ^> j. .
.
recipataticn ra tn t h.
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Figure 3.2 Agrocliaatic Regions in Indonesia.
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formation and erosior. Where leafy forest covers tne ground,
as in ti»e interior rain forest- of Borneo, much of the rain
never reaches the soil. This circumstance coupled with ill-
planned deforestation, has caused mucn of the once forest-
covered area to be bare and infertile.
The structure of most of the land in the country of
Indonesia consists of three parts: low lands, high plains,
and mountainous regions. The low lands constitute only a
small part of the country and are found mostly along the
coasts of Indonesia's main islands and river valleys. High
plains are mostly fcund in the mountains and used to he
lakes which are dried. In terms of land heights above sea
level, Indonesia is classified into four zones:
1. the warm zone {up to 2,250 feet) is suitable for paddy
cultivation, corn, tobacco, sugar cane, ccconits,
rubber, kapok, and horticulture;
2. the temperate zone (2,250 to 4,500 fett) is suitable for
coffee growing, caddy, tea, corn, cinchona, European
vegetables, apples, and flowers;
3. the cccl zone (4,5C0 to 7,500 feet) is still suitable for
vegetables growing, tea, and fir; and
4. the ccld zone (above 7,500 feet) where the temperature is
below 11 degree of Centigrade and is too cold to allow
agricultural activities.
Because of its geographical and geological structure,
Indonesia also often become the victim of many disasters,
like volcanic eruptions, mudflows, landslides, volcanic and
tektonik earthguakes, also temporary and long-term river
flooding. Tektonik earthquakes may also have caused tsuna-
mi's, which recently struck in Lomblen island, Fiores island
and Eastern Indonesia in 1979. Drought sometimes also
strikes Java island.
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B. DEMOGRAPHIC AND RACIAL BACKGROUND
Beside all of the geographical conditions which include
the landslides, river floods, volcanic eruptions, earth-
quakes* and drought disasters as well as the tact that
Indonesia is rich with natural resources on land and at sea,
the demographic and racial background is also important and
probably the most dominant factors in attempting to utilize
all resources related to technology for national
develop aent.
During this period the first inhabitants in the Stone
Age were called "Wajaks" (now famous with the name "Java
Man" based on the theory of a famous France antro]-hoiogist
lugene Dubois who unearthed the fossil of early man in 1691.
The "Java Han" was an Indonesian inhabitant for than one
million years ago) . Ihese primitive men confined themselves
to food gathering, hunting, fishing, and knew of a very
technic cf agriculture which consisted of a primitive way of
cultivating sweet potatoes and the keladi roots. [Ref. 1].
A grand-scale migration happened during the Neolithic
period (3,000- 2,000 B.C.) and brought a new era in the
culture cf the population in this country. A portion of the
immigrants with a higher level of culture came from the
mainland of Asia, originated from Yunan in South China.
They were Sub- Mongoloid and came to Indonesia for centurj.es
after they had been settling and assimilating with the
Burmese and learned how to cultivate paddy, grown in wet
fields in Burma. Then they settled and inter-married with
Wajaks and dominated the indigenous inhabitants. They
introduced the system of paddy cultivation in wet fields in
Java because the land is more fertile and there because it
has more coastal plain with adequate rivers to give enough
water for cultivation.
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Many years after that, in 1000 B.C. carae other immig-
rants from India consisting of Indo-Arians who also brought
their culture and religion. They inter- married with the
already mixed races in Indonesia. Their culture and religion
also influenced the local culture, mainly in the arts, hand-
icrafts, religion, and philosophy. The most valuable things
were the creation of Eorobudur and Prambanan temples in Java
island, temples in Bali island, and some monumental arts in
Kalimantan.
In 1292 the first European, Marco Polo, visited Java and
North Sumatra, and after that tnousands of Spanish,
Portuguese, Dutch, and, later British came to Indonesia .
Beside they brought their culture and religion which also
influenced local people, they also tried to occupy some
areas as their homeland's colonies and to explore
Indonesia's natural resources for their homeland prosperity.
From this time history has shown the effort of the
Indonesian nation to free itself from the Spanish,
Portuguese, Dutch, and British until independence has really
came in August 17, 1945 (after tne long period of time it
had teen occupied mostly by the Dutch for 350 years, and by
the Japanese for 4.5 years.
Islamic culture and religion influenced Indonesia after
many Gujarati and Persians came to Indonesia in the 13th
century. It started from Aceh in North Sumatra then devel-
oped along Sumatra, Java, Madura, Lombok, Kalimantan, and a
bigger part of Sulawesi, and also Ceram island. The Islamic
religion then gradually replaced the Hinduism of the
Indonesians. (Now 90 percent of Indonesia are Moslem)
except for the Ealinese, some Javanese, and some Chinese.
Currently, approximately 300 ethnic groups occupy
Indonesia. The archipelagic nature of the country has
provided naturally discrete regions where ethnic groups nave
been able to develop a cultural core of their own, with
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varying degrees of input from outside. The author strongly
agrees with Bunge [Ref. 24] that "Indonesia is known to be a
meeting ground of cultural forces". This is shown by the
diversity of the cultures, customs, behaviors, handicrafts,
and religions of every ethnic group which spread along the
country from Aceh at the Northern part to Irian Java at the
Zastern part. To the outsider, inhaaitants identify them-
selves first as Indonesian, reflecting the loyalty caused by
bitter experiences for a long period of time in the war for
freedom.
Although modern culture has infiltrated Indonesia's
society, the Indonesian people in general have the aptitude
to maintain their traditional culture which is strongly
rooted in the rural societies. Rural societies have a strong
affinity to their rural leaders, such as "adat" chieftains
beside their obedience to their religious leaders. The
obedience to the "Adat Law" and also to the "Religion Law"
which will appear later in this discussion become important
because of their rcle in the national development wnich
includes the transmigration aspect. '
Though the Indonesian society for the greater part
embraces the Islam religion, other religions such as
Hinduism, Budhism, and Christianity do exist in peaceful
co-existence with Islam. This peaceful co-existence was
further promoted by the State philosophy of "Fancasila",
which adheres to the belief in God Almighty and fcy the
Indonesian 1945 Constitution which specilically stressed in
Article 29 the freedom of worship in tne country. [Ref. 1 ].
The economic and social pattern of Indonesia's society
is variatle in that those living on Mentawai islands west of
Sumatra and in North of Irian Jaya with its isolated
villages are oriented towards agriculture. The social
structure in those villages has not yet developed into a
significant stratification. Several village communities are
oriented towards obtaining employment in the cities.
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C cm in unities which are very much oriented towards employ-
ment opportunities, particularly to become civil servants
are fcund on the island of Nias west of Sumatra, in the
Batak region in Ncrth Sumatra, the i-linahasa in North
Sulawesi, in Central Kalimantan, Flores and Ambon. This
orientation was caused by the strong influence of Dutch
culture in the past.
Eural communities have a more developed stratification
in their social structure with farming as their main source
cf living but have in addition a variety of other activities
and earning patterns. Such communities are found in the
regions of Aceh, in Ncrth Sumatra, among the Minangkabaus in
West Sumatra and around Ujung Pandang in South Sulawesi.
Communities on the island of Java are oriented towards
farming, particularly in the growing of rice on dry as well
as wet land. Rice is the main staple of the population.
Besides farming, those communities have a variety cf ether
activities and employment opportunities which are complex in
nature.. There is differentiation in social stratification.
There is a movement toward employment in big cities as civil
servants and other jots in the private sector. This type of
social pattern is alsc found on the island of Bali.
Eased on these classifications of the socia 1- economic
pattern in many of Indonesia's regions, the conclusion can
be drawn that the common social economic pattern of the
Indonesian people is agricultural - oriented.
Important in this discussion are the Javanese and
Balinese who have slightly different philosophies and behav-
iors They tend to cooperate and easily to get aion^j with
other ethnic groups without prejudice. They are influenced
fcy Hinduism and traditional ways of life in their community.
They alsc are noted for high endurance, ability to work hard
and flexibility. They also feel a strong connection to
their birthplaces, particularly for tne older and less
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educated people. Their principle of life is "No matter if we
can eat or not, living together in a relatively stable
community condition in our birthplace is most important".
This principle has eroded with time, especially as substan-
tial numbers of these people get higher education and as the
changes in environment cause the impact of technology cause
living patterns is change to transfer from day-to-day, even
to move scheduled forns though the change is gradual.
According to the result of a population census in 1980
[Eef. 25] the total population of Indonesia was 147,490,293
spreaded over 27 provinces with an annual growth rate
(excluding East Timor) of 2.32 percent and population
density of 77 per sguare kilometer. The population was
unevenly distributed. For example, Java has a population
density cf 690 per sguare kilometer with an annual growth
rate cf 2.02 percent, while Maluku and Irian Jaya have only
5 per sguare kilometer with a 2.79 percent annual growth
rate.
In terms of geography, 61.9 percent of Indonesia's popu-
lation is found on the island of Java which accounts for
only 7 percent of the whole of the Indonesian territory.
This is why the population density on Java island was 644
per sguare kilometer in 1978 and became 704 per scuare kilo-
meter in 1980 as shown in Table I.
Ey age-group, the largest part of the population in 1980
fell intc the 5 to 9 year age group (21,267,168), followed
by to 4 year age group (21,049,945), then followed cy 10
to 14 year age group (17,688,924) and the 15 to 19 year age
group (15,427,986). While the 20 to 24 year age group was
12,902,969, and from 25 to 29 year age group was
11,224,730). These figures along with the distribution of
population in the rural and the urban areas can be seen in
Table II.
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laJule III shows the rough birth rates in Indonesia
within the period of 1969 to 1970 where it can be seen that
the average birth rate in Java and Madura was 42 , while for
the ether islands outside Java was 48, and for Indonesia as
a whole 44. Table IV shows the estimated mortality rates
from 19o1 to 1971.
from these estimates on mortality rates, it is assumed
that the urban citizens have a longer life expectancy than
the rural population. The assumption that the estimated
mortality rate of urban citizens is lower compared to that
of the rural people would appear also to be valid for infant
mortality rate per 1,000 births.
The composition cf population in the tables show that
the population in Indonesia is unevenly distributed. For
example, Java has area only 6 to 7 percent of the country's
area but has more than 62 percent of the population, while
the rest of the country only has 38 percent of the total
population of Indonesia.
If the population composition above and with the fact
that more than 62 percent of the labor-force (10 to 49 years
eld) are settled in Java with approximately 77.6 percent
from these labor-force concentrated in the urtan area, it
can be predicted that at the end of the 20th century
Indonesia will be faced with unresolvable demographic prob-
lems particularly in unemployment. The result will be
poverty in the rich natural resources country unless these
phenonena have been anticipated and efforts have been made
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TABLE III
Estimates of Birth Rates by Regions in 1960 - 1970
Region Birth rate
| per 1,000
Special Territory of the Capital
City of Jakarta Faya 40
Wets Java Province 44
Central Java Province 42
Yogyakarta Special Territory 37








E. Cther islands | 48
C. Indonesia | 44




Average Estiaates of Mortality in 1961-1971



















































Awareness of these phenomena has caused the Indonesian
government since the j rocla nation of its independence tc put
the prosperity for ail Indonesian as the highest goal. The
transmigration plan has been integrated into Indonesia's
overall development flan.
C. MAIN PHINCIPLES CF INDONESIA'S DEVELOPMENT PLAN.
Indonesia has extensive natural resources like large
reserves of petroleum and other mineral deposits, such as
copper, bauxite, tin, and nickel. It also has forest lands
not yet fully exploited that could, if utilized efficiently,
support the present copulation at a much nigher standard of
living. However, because of the high growth rate the popula-
tion will reach approximately 200 million by the end of the
century (see Table V). This population increase is a major
problem for the government of Indonesia. This is why an
overall rational development plan must include population
planning.
Indonesia's develcpaent plan was initiated by Soekarno's
government after the proclamation of Indonesia's indepen-
dence in an effort to recover from 300 years of Dutch and
3.5 years of Japanese occupation.
The development plan at that tiae strongly emphasized
national character building as a basic source for overctli
national development (Pembangunan Nasional Semesta
Eerercana) . The basic idea at that time was that development
cannot be realized without having a militant nation. This
idea stemmed mainly from the long period of the Indonesian's
effort to free this nation from the Dutch colonization.
Because development in the mental ideology sector did not
couple properly with the development in the physical sectors
simultaneously, and the government was unable to create a
favourable condition as a support means, the plan failed to
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raise up the economic condition of the Indonesian people.
This created a national conflict that caused the succession
cf the President in 1965.
Under Soeharto's leadership with almost of all key posi-
tions under his control, the national development plan was
continued with several improvements.
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TABLE V
Asian Projected Population (thousands)
























































(*) Source; United Nations,
JiO-EJ-^ Population Projects J970-2000,
as Esses sea" in "1913,
quc^eOnTeorges Tapmos, "The World in the 1980s:
Demographic Perspectives", McGraw-Hill, Mew York,
forthcoming
.
* Projections for Indonesia include East Timor.
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Emphasis in national character building as a basis for
national unity has i€en coupled with the physical develop-
ment plan and has teen directed to reach three tasic
targets, called the "Trilogy of Development" [F.ef-1], which
consists of:
1. To achieve a national dynamic stability in the economic
as well as the political field.
2. lo strive for a fairly high economic growth.
3. lo achieve an eguitable distribution of development
efforts and an eguitable distribution of the gains of
development leading towards the realization of social
justice for the whole of the Indonesian people.
Because of unfavorable political and environmental
conditions post-S oekarno, it was an uneasy job for
Soeharto's government. To accomplish these targets, a post-
war military strategy has been applied to obtain a quick
recovery in the key position level of the central government
before starting with the national development plan.
This strategy was successful mainly recause of
Soeharto's leadership and his experience in military fields.
He was able to persuade the military using the "Dwi Fungsi
Abri" ( £uo- functions of the Indonesian Armed Forces, which
consists of a function as a stabilizer as well as a stimu-
iater for national development) to create a favorable condi-
tion for starting national development, and at the same
time, able to convince almost of all Indonesian technocrats
to support the government.
Another benefit came from all social stratifications
which have been born and saturated from the impact of polit-
ical actions in the jost-Soekarno era. The heavily central-
ized government system makes it easy to control any tiases
of the central government policies at all levels of govern-
ment because each Governor has two different kinds of tasks:
as central government's representative to coordinate all
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central government's agencies in the province, and as the
Head of the Region with full authority to make decision in
his region as long as this decision has no negative impact
on the central government policies.
Starting in April 1, 1969, tne government launched the
First Five Years National Development Plan wnich consisted
of a systematic pattern of national development based on the
Guidelines of State Policy formulated by the elected
People's Consultative Assembly of the Republic of Indonesia.
The Guidelines for State Policy formulation are based on
the principle that the essence of National Development is
the development of the Indonesian Man in all aspects of
life, and the development of the entire Indonesian Society.
The basis for the execution of National Development there-
fore is Pancasila and the Indonesian 1945 Constitution [P.ef.
26].
Furthermore, based on the National Development Flan the
General Pattern of long-term Development covering a period
of 25 to 30 years, has been drawn up in an effort to give
direction to the advancement of the National ideals. This
General Pattern of Long-term Development is intended to form
tne basic foundation for the formulation of the General
Pattern of Five Year Development, the formulation of which
is entrusted to the President/Mandatary of the People's
Consultative Assembly.
The targets of Indonesia's long-term development efforts
based on the Indonesia 1945 Constitution, in which is stipu-
lated that Indonesia is to strive for the achievement of a
just and prosperous society based mainly on the Pancasila
principles within the Unitary State of the Republic of
Indonesia. The Republic is independent and sovereign, in an
atmosphere of security and tranquility, orderly but dynamic
within the context of an independent, friendly, orderly and
peaceful world relationship.
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The principles of the National Development Plan in
Indonesia are as follows [Ref. 1 ]:
1- lh£ f£iH2i£i£ of U tili ty. In this principle all devel-
opment efforts and activities shall be utilized for the
maximum benefit of humanity, for the advancement of the
people's welfare and for the personal development of the
citizens.
2- Ihe Principle of Joint Efforts and the Family. Spirit.
All efforts to achieve the ideals and aspirations of the
nation shall constitute joint efforts of the nation and
the entire people carried cut in the spirit of brotherly
relationship and in mutual cooperation.
3- I he Princi pie of Democracy based on Panca sila. This
principle covers the fields of politics, social affairs
and economy, whereby national problems shall, as far as
possible, be sclved through deliberations in order to
achieve a consensus.
**• The Principle of J ustice and Equity. In this principle
the material and spiritual gains of development are
equally enjoyed by the whole of the people and every
citizen is entitled to enjoyment of the achievements of
the development in accordance with his merits and
services rendered to the State and Nation.
5- Ihe Pri nci ple of Harmon y of Life. This principle refers
to a harmonious balance between the various interests,
i.e. between worldly interests and those of the here-
after, between material and spiritual interests, between
physical and mental interests, between individual and
public interests, between the need of life on land, on
sea and in the air, and between national and interna-
tional interests.
6- Ihe Princi pie of legal Consciousness. In this principle
every citizen of Indonesia shall always be aware of and
be loyal to the law and the State has the duty to upheld
and to guarantee legal security.
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7- iije Frinci pl€ of Self-reliance. This principle means
that the national develcpment shall be based on the
confidence in one's own capabilities and strength, and
on identity of the nation.
Based on these principles, national development v/as to
be achieved with the emphasis given to economic development,
with the main targets to achieve a balance between the
fields of agriculture and industry, and sufficiency of daily
necessities of the people. This means that the greater part
of development effort was to be directed toward economic
development, while development in the other fields would
have the nature of supporting and complementing the economic
field.
The inplementaticn of the national development is being
carried cut through stages, and in every stage priorities
are to be selected as the prime strategic leverage. The
objectives of each stage are to enhance the standard of
living and welfare of the entire population and to lay a
strong foundation for the next stage of development. The
priority of each sta^e has been designed as follows [fief.
1]:
1. First Five- Year Development Plan: Agricultural sector.
2. Second Five-Year Eevelopment Plan: Balanced develcpment
in the agricultural sector.
3. Third Five-Year Development Plan: Expansion of industries
supporting agriculture.
4. Fourth Five-Year levelopment Plan: First steps towards
the development of basic industries.
5. Fifth Five-Year Development Plan: Starting of the devel-
opment of defence and security industries.
6. Sixth Five-Year Development Plan: Achieving a talance in
overall development as the basis of self-sustaining
growth.
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D. INDONESIA'S TR ANSHIGRATION PLAN
Transmigration as a government program to cope with the
population problem in Indonesia principally the most densely
populated Java island, has been underway since the Dutch
occupied Indonesia as its colony. The first sign of the
seriousness of population growth rate and density on the
islan of Java was noticed by Sir Thomas Stamford Safiless,
the lieutenant Governor during the British period to occupy
Java from 1811 to 1816 and was reemphasized by De Bus de
Gisignies, Governor General of the Netherlands Indies from
1326 to 1330.
Eoth of them contended that the overcrowded population
in Java could be reduced substantially by sending landless
people and people on less fertile land from Java to the
outer islands, mainly Sumatra, Kalimantan, and Sulawesi
which are less populated and have virgin lands which are not
yet been utilized.
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lie first application of these suggestions began in 1905
tut they were forced to terminate in 1941 by World War II
situation. The program was conducted by the Dutch government
and was called colonization ££0£ram. its objective was to
reduce the population in Java island. The first program
sent 155 families from Central Java to Lampung in Sumatra,
then several efforts to improve it were made. Private
sector companies influenced by Dutch policies also sent
people from Java to North Sumatra as plantation workers.
McNicoll [ Ref• 27] shows in Tables 71 and VII the prog-
ress of the colonization program from 1905 to 1941- World
War II brought an end to the program. Under the Japanese
which occupied Indonesia from 1942 to 1945 no such effort in
this program exist.
TABLE VI
Sponsored Migrants in 1905 - 1941
Period I Total J Annual I
I j Average j
Explanation
1905-1911 6, 5C0 860 All expenses paid by
Government
1912-1922 16,838 1,531 Financed by bank loan
1923-1931 4,000 440 Financed by bank lean
1932-1941
i
162, 600 16,260 Bawon system
The first implementation of the Dutcii government coloni-
zation program has planned and financed by the government.
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After success with the first experiment, the government
expanded the program using another method. All migraits were
to he transferred to the sites free of charge and were to be
covered for initial expenses through the first harvest time
period. The migrants must then to pay-back all of the
expenses after they succeed with their harvest to the
People's Eank at Lampung. Practically speaking, this
program was financed by loans from the bank.
The Dutch government was attracted by the willingness of
the established settlers to offer some of their farm prod-
ucts tc the new settlers in Lampung. The newcomers relieved
the harvest labor shortages and thus everyone was able to
minimize the colonization costs. The colonial government
then inplemented a new system which is called "ibawon system"
by transporting new settlers free of charge to some prese-
lected areas in Lampucg just before the harvest time, while
the current settlers were responsible for the new settlers*
expenses before they were able to glean tbeir first harvest
by themselves.
Beside the bawon system, the government also utilized
the conventional system by opening some new colonization
areas in Sulawesi and Kalimantan for the settlers from Java
and Madura. In Sulawesi some rivers were utilized for irri-
gation. The settlers from Java in Kalimantan were introduced
to paddy cultivation in the tidal areas and within seme
swamp areas, while the Madurese utilized upland areas for
dryfarming as they had done in Madura before.
With the independence oi Indonesia as a Republic in
1945, such effort in continuing the colonization as a way to
cope with densely population in Java and to raise the low
income people in order to reach national prosperity was made
by the Indonesian government by making some of these plans
and proposals. But no realization occured mainly due to the
lack cf decision in the central government to decide which




Distribution of Migrants up to 1940
Settlement Distribution as at Destination of Migrants
end 1937 1938 - 1940
Number % Number t
Lampung 73,499 78.0 78,483 60.2
South Sunatra
(inci.Bengk.uiu) S,825 10.4 21,179 16.3




sicn) 9,765 10.4 2,138 2.3
Sumatra 93,089 98.8 99,745 79.6
Kalimantan 2,976 2.3
Sulawesi 1,089 1.2 23,580 18. 1
Total 49,178 100.0 130,301 100.0
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T jokroamid jojo [ Eef . 28] noted that a study of various
possibilities for organizing and carrying out a new program
of internal migration was conducted by the Economic Erain
Trust under the chairmanship of Mohammad Hatta, then the
Vice-President of Indonesia. From this study a program
finally became operative under the name of "transmigration"
instead cf "colonization" program in 1950 due to the polit-
ical situation.
Since 1950 organized transmigration efforts were truly
revived. Planning was undertaken, new policies were formu-
lated, organizational requirements were defined, and surveys
of various aspects of transmigration activities were initi-
ated. A special advisory committee was formed in 1951 to
assist in the implementation of the transmigration projects.
This committee composed of various ministries was intended
to be a fcrum for achieving a better coordination of the
many activities relating to transmigration in which
different government agencies had become involved.
A senior official in the Ministry of Home Affairs
chaired this committee, while the Head of the Transmigration
Service served as Secretary. A public corporation was then
created with responsibility for land clearance, while land
surveys were conducted by the Land Survey and Land Use
Office.
Actually, planning of the transmigration program was
done nairly by the Transmigration Service and close coordi-
nation was maintained with the National Planning Bureau,
which at that time was engaged in formulating a Five-Year
Development Plan (1956 - 1960) under Soekarno's government.
This was concerned largerly with the priorities for expendi-
tures in the public sector to stimulate the country's
economic development.
From 1956, management of Indonesia's transmigration
program has continued as the responsibility of the
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Transmigration Service. The only change has been the succes-
sion of the head of this service several times which has had
a significant impact upon the general policies of this
service.
Other government and semi-government agencies, such as
the Bureau for National Reconstruction (BEN) and the Corps
of National Reserve (CTN) were given assignments to organize
the resettlement of persons such as those who had served in
the Indonesian Army.
In 1960 the government launched Statute Number 29 of
1960 concerning the tasic policy for the implementation of
transmigration. This statute was followed by Statute Number
5 of 1965 concerning the National Transmigration Movement.
These statutes function as general guidance for the central
and lccal government particularly for the official agencies
related to the transmigration program.
A new style of self-help transmigration (Transmigrasi
Swakarsa Gaya Baru) was encouraged in the period of 1966 -
1968. Such migrants were also referred to as "spontaneous"
meaning those who paid their passage to the settlement area
and thereafter received the same government aid as regular
migrants until they become settled.
Spontaneous transmigrants were placed in some lccaticns
near the settlements of the regular transmigrations after
the latter were established. Since the spontaneous transmig-
rants had to build their own houses, they were accommodated
in the dwellings of established settlers or in transient
dormitories provided for the purpose until their own houses
were completed.
The organization cf the Transmigration Service then was
changed to become the Directorate General for Transmigration
under the Department of Transmigration and Cooperativts in
order to integrate the activities of the cooperatives
systems. Its main target was the low income level of certain
citizens, especially the transmigrants.
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In 1969 the First Five-Year Development Plan under
Soeharto's government was launched. It was designed to raise
the iivirg standards of the Indonesian by increasing the
production ox food and other consumer goods and by improving
the conditicns of health, sanitation, education, housing,
labor, and public welfare in general.
Fart of this national development plan and one of the
primary elements in Indonesia's attempt to solve its popula-
tion problem, was the program for resettling people from the
densely populated regions to those land areas whicn poss-
essed a high development potential but only a low man/land
ratio. Hence, an economic motive was also strongly evident
for the development of all of Indonesia as a nation.
responsibility for the task of resettlement remained in
the office of the Directorate General for Transmigration in
the Department of Manpower, Transmigration, and Cooperative,
which was designed to coordinate both population and
manpower policies within a single ministry.
Id 1S72 # in the fourth year of the First Five-Year
Development Plan under Soeharto's government, again the
government launched another regulation dealing with the
transmigration program. Statute Number 3 of 1972 concerning
the basic stipulaticns for transmigration became a new
guideline for the gcvernment official agencies to replace
Statute Number 29 of 1960 and Statute Number 5 of 1965.
These two laws were no longer appropriate or helpful to the
expansion of both national and regional development.
The irain consideration for launcning tnis new Statute
was the fact that the government after the national develop-
ment plan had been inplemented for several years, it has
been realized that there was even a more severe increase in
population and more imbalance in the distribution of popula-
tion, in comparison with both available employment
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opportunities and the potential offered by natural resources
in Indonesia. There was thus a recognized need for the
implementation of transmigration, which represents a
national responsibility as one course towards successful
development, security, and national unity. £Ref. 29].
According to this Statute, the target in general trans-
migration policy as has been clarified in Clause 2. It is
the inplementation cf an organized, self-motivated (sponta-
neous) transmigration on a large-scale to achieve:
a. an improvement in living condition
b. regional development
c. a balanced distribution of population
d. equally distributed development throughout Indonesia
e. beneficial use of natural and human resources
f. national unicn and unity
g. a strengthening cf national defence and security.
Eased on this Statute and other relating Statutes the
government issued the Government Regulation Number 42 of
1973 concerning the inplementation of transmigration. This
regulation clarified who has the responsibility and
authority to implement the transmigration program, including
the classification and the right of each transmigrant before
and after settling. [Pef. 30].
The advisory committee which was formed in 1951 was
considered to be an insufficient tool for assisting the
Directorate General of Transmigration to implement the
development plan in the transmigration area, particularly
with the rapid changes of transmigration development in the
recent years. So, a reorganization of this body tecane
apparently important.
1 jokroamid jo jo [ Eef - 2 8] noted that Presidential Decree
Number 29/1974 provided the organizational structure for
external linkages and for internal coordination at national,
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provincial, and district levels in implementing the
Indonesia's Transmigration and Rural Development Program,
while Presidential Decree Number 44/1974 specified a new
organizational structures for all Department levels. Ihe
presidential Decree Number 45/1974 then gave the details for
restructuring the administrative and secretarial functions
in all levels of each Department, including the Directorate
General for Transmigration.
In 1S78 the government issued Presidential Decree Number
26/1978 concerning a Coordinating Body fcr the
Implementation of Transmigration. With this decree the
Coordinating Body which was formed by the Presidential
Decree Number 29/1974 was no longer needed. Kith the
Presidential Decree Number 70/M of 1978 concerning the
Appointment of Junior Ministers, the Directorate General for
Transmigration was changed to be under the Minister for
Manpower and Transmigration. The Directorate General fcr
Cooperatives was changed to become the Department of
Cooperatives.
From the Dutch colonization program to the Indonesian
transmigration program, the planning process has been
conducted by the government agency with the pattern: land
survey, land selection followed by land clearing and recla-
mation, transmigrants' selection and procurement, transpor-
tation of the transmigrants to the provided sites, and
evaluation.
For the transmigration program, the policy concerning
the number of transmigrants each year, choosing location,
etc. depended upon the budget constraints, and the general
policy of the central government at that time. For instance,
tne following were considered: how many transmigrants came
from the Armed Forces to build-up the internal security of
the community in order to develop an integrated national
security through civil defense systems? What was the
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availability of the proper land for each type of group of
the transmigrating? Were farmers from Java and 3ali settled
in different locations with the fisherman's transmigration
from Madura or from Eugis and Buton, in order to maximize
the land utilization?, etc.
The planning process, as with other government agencies,
recycled every year using the same time pattern. General
policy was derived by the Department of Manpower,
Transmigration, and Co-operatives from the State Master
Development Plan which was prioritized from year to year
within Five-Year Development Flan. Based on the Department
general policy, the Directorate General of Transmigration
then started to make the draft of its plan for that year.
This draft which was to be classified into two groups:
Project Proposal List (DUP stands for Daftar Usulan Proyek)
and Activity Proposal List (DUK stands for Daftar Usulan
Kegiatan)
.
These two propcsals then were submitted to the
Department level. After reviewing all of the propcsals
which came from all Directorate Generals within that
Department, the Department then compiled those proposals and
integrated them intc the Department DUP and DUK, and
submitted to the National Development Planning Agency
(BAPPENAS stands for Badan Perencanaan Pembangunan
Nasicnal)
EAPFENAS then reviewed all DU Ps and DUKs from every
Department and synchronized them with the State Master
Development Plan for that year and the budget availability.
If everything was clear, those proposals then were approved
and sent back to each Department for furtner processing.
Based on these approvals, the Department then priori-
tized the projects and activities at each Directorate
General based on the budget constraints and the importance
of each project or set of activities to be given a priority.
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Eased on these priorities, the Directorate General of the
Transmigration as well as the other Directorate Generals in
the Department of Manpower, Transmigration, ana
Co-operatives then made a Froject List Content (DIP stands
for Daftar Isian Prcyek) and Activity List Content (DTK
stands fcr Daftar Isian Kegiatan)
.
All activities and projects would be implemented tased
on the priorities and the availability of the budget author-
ization which was issued every quarter of each year from the
Department of Finance after the budget planning made by
President for that year has been approved by the People's
Consultative Assembly (DPR stands for Dewan Perwakilan
Eakyat) .
The control and the evaluation of each project and each-
activity was done hierarchically by tne project officer, the
Director General, and the Inspector General of the
Department of Manpower and Transmigration using project and
activity reports which were done quarterly, semi annually,
and yearly beside inspections on the spot at the sites of
the projects and activities.
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IV. STRATEGIC PLANNING IMPLEMENTATION IN INDONESIANS
JEAJ^HIGRATION ihhi
A. ACHIEVEMENT OF THE INDONESIA'S DEVELOPMENT PLAN
In crder to understand of Indonesia's transmigration
plan, it is important to discuss first the development plan,
since the transmigration plan is an integral part ci the
development plan.
Indonesia's development plan has been achieved after the
Soeharto era. In the Soekarno era achievement of the devel-
opment plan was emphasized mainly in the political field,
and was influenced by Soekarno's ambition to te a successful
leader and tring the Indonesian nation its independence.
It was mentioned earlier that Indonesia's development
plan was based on the general policy determined by the
People's Consultative Assembly and has since become the
guideline for the State Policy in the formulation and the
achievement of the Indonesia's development activities in
every aspect of the nation's life. Utilizing the seven inte-
grated principles of the development plan has enabled the
nation to reach the three basic targets which nave teen
called the "Trilogy of Development".
Decree Number IV/MPR/1978 on the Guidelines for State
Policy 1978 [ Ref. 26], has outlined the course to be
followed in order to te able to realize the desired condi-
tion within the next five-years in the context of long-terra
continuity. It has teen formulated systematically into a
General Pattern of Development in the context of overall and
complete inter-r ela ticnship. It is comprised of a series of
Development Programs in all fields to be carried out simul-
taneously, in order to realize the national objectives as
stated in the Preamble of the 1945 Constitution.
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Furthermore, the primary objective of the development
plan is tne establishment of a strong foundation in the
Indonesian nation for growth and development toward a just
and prosperous society based on Pancasila. The emphasis is
on eccnciic development with the targets being to achieve a
balance between the fields of agriculture and industry, and
sufficiency of daily necessities of the people. This ueans
that the greater part of development efforts should be
directed toward economic development, while the development
in ether fields should be in nature of supporting and
complementing the economic fields.
In order to achieve the first target in the Trilogy of
Development, the Government achieved a condition of dynamic
national stability in both the economic and political fieids
which has been regarded as essential to ensure changes
without disturbance.
A fairly high economic growth, the second target, means
that the development efforts need large investment in order
to be able to lay down the foundation for following phases
of development with which to enhance public welfare and the
equitable distribution of development gains.
Emphasis of the achievement of Indonesia's development
plan has been given to the third target, equitable distribu-
tion in the agricultural sector. This includes construction
of dams and irrigation networks, research to obtain high
quality seeds, the training of agricultural extention
workers, the development of rural areas and villages of all
regions of the country, the development of infra structure
related to communications, electricity, etc. Development in
the sector of education by building more elementary schools,
high schools, and universities also has been emphasized.
The achievement of the third target of the Trilogy also
has been emphasized by assistance to economically weak
brackets through the supply of Mass Guidance (BII1AS, stands
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for Bimbingan Vassal) and Mass Intensification (I Nil AS,
stands for Int ensif ikasi Kassal) loans and guidance to
increase rood production. Small Investment loans (KIK, stands
for Kredit Investasi Kecil) are available to the small merc-
hants, and Permanent Capital Investment Loans (KMKP, stands
for Kredit ilodal Kerja Permanen) , and guidance in the
management and growing of cloves, coconuts, cashew nuts, and
ether agricultural cemmodities are also available.
It has been the National concensus that the achievement
of these three tarcets of the national development plan
could not be reached within the time period of one year or
two, or even five years. A long period of time, namely 25 to
30 years needs to be prioritized and broken down into
several stages.
For Indonesia's development plan, the government used a
succession cf five-yearly periods of time, predicting that
all of the three targets could be reached within 25 to 30
years after. One thing must be noted here, that each stage
of the Five-Year Development Plan must become the foundation
for the next Five-Year Development Plan, so that each stage
is an integral part ci the Plan as a whole.
Each stage provides directions for the projected devel-
opment process and determines the scale of priorities. To do
this, the detailed operational execution of programmes and
projects are expressed in the government annual budget,
which in effect constitutes a major portion of the annual
plan.
Based on Decree Number IV/MPR/1969 [fief. 31], the First
Five-Year Development Plan had the main aim to develop
Indonesia's economy, particularly in those sectors wnich
might improve the income of the people and provide more
equitable distribution of national income. Highest priority
was to be given to the agricultural sector by stepping up
production and food supply. However, additional efforts were
made to develop a more balanced economy.
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Id order to reach the aim of the First Five-Year
Development Plan, other efforts were also made in relation
to achieving a balance between the development of the
central region and the outlying regions particularly in
employment opportunities.
The whole scheme of the national development effort is
constrained by the desire for a balanced monetary system so
as not to disturb the stability of the economy and a
balanced budget. Also, it was intended to avoid an increase
of the overseas debt position.
The main aim of the Second Five-Year Development Plan
according to Decree Number IV/MPH/1973 [ Ref . 32] is to
increase the welfare of the entire people of Indonesia, and
to lay dcwn a strong foundation for following phases of the
Development Plan.
Zach stage also functions as a follow-up to the earlier
stages to assure increasing improvement in the production of
goods and services, and the acceleration of the flew of
goods. Each also serves to settle unsolved problems which
cccured during the iajleinentation of the earlier stage.
Wider participation in development efforts was encour-
aged by assisting and extending more guidance to the devel-
opment of the private sectors, to encourage private
initiatives by providing incentives to stimulate the
increasing of potential in order to accelerate the s t eed of
development.
The Guidelines of State Policy of the Republic of
Indonesia 1978 [ Ref. 26] stated tnat the Third Five-Year
Development Plan should strive to expand the various fields
and devote greater attention to tue improvement of peopie*s
welfare, more equitable distribution of income and expansion
of employment opportunities. Furthermore, those systems
which were applied to the various fields or problems during
the earlier stage which could not yet be solved completely,
should be attended.
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The priority of the Third Five-Year Development Plan is
for economic development with emphasis on the agricultural
sector to increase self-sufficiency in food, while promoting
the industrial sector to process raw materials into tasic
materials and finished goods. The is to achieve a balance in
the economic structure of Indonesia. In line with the
priority en economic development, the development ±n the
political, social, and cultural fields, should be intensi-
fied in conformity with the progress achieved in the field
of eccnccic development.
B. ACHIEVEMENT OF THE INDONESIANS TRANSMIGRATION PLAN
The achievement of Indonesia's Transmigration Plan and
how it changed over time depended upon the socio-political
situation and the government's overall policies at that
time. A number of efforts were made by each of the govern-
ment since the Dutch colonization in order to achieve the
goal which had been formulated before. For example, the
success of the achievement of the transmigration plan in the
era of Scekarno ( mainly caused by his leadership) convinced
the political leaders at that time to increase nationalism
motivation in order to influence their followers to make tne
transmigration program a great success. In this case, the
achievement of the plan tended to be more political.
In general, if compared with the Dutch colonization
program, the achievement of the Indonesia's Transmigration
Plan has more stable objectives, continuous, and integrated
within the National Development Plan, particularly since the
First-Five Year Development Plan which has been launched in
1969.
Sastiosoewarno [ Ref . 33 ] has drawn up a chart on general
activities of the transmigration process-cycle based on the
basic stipulations and regulations issued by the government.
These are summarized as follows.
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1- Macro Planning. This phase .began in the year (T-4)
before the actual transmigration began. In this phase
the State Policy guidelines consisted of aerial survey,
evaluation of the implementation system of the last
project, and planning for the transmigration's target
that is to te reached. The aerial survey guidance is
then followed ty the aerial identification which
consists of socio-economic surveys and basic mapping of
the areal. The soil and hydrology evaluation is then
made after the mapping is completed. All of these activ-
ities are needed for the next step at year {1-3), a plan
for land utilization, irrigation, land classification,
etc. Financial planning can then be projected for five
years. The planning for the transmigration's target
within five-years must be synchronized with the budget
constraint, areal availability, regional and national
securities, and many others, related to the national
development as a whole which has been characterized by
seven principles of development which must work,
simultaneously as a solid system.
2- illcro Plan nin g . This phase is done in the year (1-2)
and i£ based on the five-year development program which
was generated at the end of year (T-3)
.
In the Micro
Planning phase the yearly plan consists ofdetailed
aerial mapping and design; construction design for infra
structures consisting of such things as artery-road
within the settlement area, drainage, irrigation, etc.;
preparation for land clearing equipment; material
procurement and warehousing; tests for farm and hard-
crc r s' seed, etc. As has been mentioned earlier that the
yearly plan must be done using planning-cycle procedure
by utilizing DUP/DUK and DIP/DIK forms in order to
maximize the synchronization of the development activi-
ties in every level of each Department and its interre-
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laticn with other Department (s) . In this phase, the
implementation of last year's plan has been evaluated
and to be used as an input for improvement of the next
year's flan.
3- Settlement Preparation. After the Micro Planning phase
has been completed in year (1-1), the Settlement
Preparation phase begin with land clearing for housing,
artery-road, farms, etc. Tnis is followed by infra
structure develop iient; construction design for housing
education and health facilities; planning for transmi-
gration target accomplishment sucn as selecting equip-
ment for transmigration information; and selection of
the original areas, food, seeding, etc. These activities
complete the preparation for the transmigrants' arrival.
**• Transmi crat ion Settlement. This phase is begun after
four years of transmigration planning and preparation.
In this phase many activities must £e done before the
transmigrants actually are settled. For example, houses
for the transmigrants and the officials, offices, health
and educational facilities, community centers, markets,
utility building for religion purposes must be built and
completed in proper areas. Many activities must also be
performed at the original location of the transmigrants.
These include administration procedures relating to the
departure of the transmigrants, pooling them in transit
areas, transportation and other logistic support before
and after they actually have been settled.
5- Assistance in the Tra nsmigration Loca ti on. After the
arrival of the transmigrants at the settlement location,
they must be assisted in their adjustment to the new
environment, local people, farming and hard-cropping
techniques, etc. In this phase evaluation of the iirple-
mentaticn of the transmigration plan must proceed
continuously for five years from the time of their
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arrival at the settlement area. If the result of the
evaluation shows that the implementation has been
successful, the responsibility for the project then is
given tc the Department of Home Affairs.
The planning formulation for all activities in the
process-cycle above has been done initially by the
Directorate General for Transmigration while the i up le menta-
tion has been accomplished by a Coordinating Body. This
organization is formed in order to provide a non-structural
agency whose basic task is to assist the Minister for
Manpower and Transmigration in the formulation of short-
term, middle-term, and long-term transmigration program tnat
are both integrated and unified and also in the coordination
and ccntrol of i up le mentation of the transmigration program
in the context of the general policies laid down by the
government. [Eef. 34].
The Chairman for this bod} was the Minister for Manpower
and Transmigration with the Secretary of the Director
General of Transmigration, while the members consist of the
Minister for Home Affairs, the Minister for Public Forks,
the Minister for Agriculture, the Minister for
Communications, the Minister for Regulation of the State
Apparatus and Deputy Chairman of the National Planning
Eoard, the Minister for Supervision of Development and
Environment, the Minister for food Production, the Junior
Minister for Transmigration, the Junior Minister for
Cooperatives, and any other Ministers whose membership is
regarded as necessary by the Coordinating Body.
The daily work of the Coordinating Body is to be handled
by a Daily Executive who functions as the Transmigration
Control Unit, and the Junior Minister for Transmigration
acted as the Chairman, while the Director General of
Departments and the Head of the the Agencies of the same
level became the members of this unit, where their tasks are
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connected with the inplementation of the transmigration
plan.
Clause 21 of Presidential Decree Number 26/1978 [P.ef.
35] stated that the Coordinating Body has four basic tasks.
First, to discuss the formulation of operational policies
and transmigration flans and program including decisions
about the transmigration settlement locations that have
already teen prepared by the Transmigration Control Unit.
Second, to discuss problems that arise in connection with
the transmigration pclicy and program implementation. Third,
to discuss any other problems connected with the implementa-
tion of the transmigration. Fourth, to make decisions
related to the above mentioned matters in the context of
supporting and facilitating implementation cf the
transmigration plan.
In order to get more effective work in the coordination
of the inplementaticn of the transmigration plan, the
Coordinating Body has been furnished with the similar struc-
ture of organization in the provincial and district level
(see figure 4. 1 ) .
The Units for Promotion of Transmigration at the
Provincial level have five major tasks and responsibilities:
First, to coordinate and supervise implementation of trans-
migration settlement projects in the area by the various
departments and agencies as already decided by the
Coordinating Body; secondly, to coordinate, control and
supervise implementation in the fields of information,
registration and selection, collecting and transfering rele-
vant information to transmigration in the area of origin at
the provincial level; third, to coordinate, control and
supervist implementation in the fields of provision ana
safeguarding of land for the establishment of settlements,
placement of transmigrants, guidance and expansion in the
receiving areas at the provincial level; fourth, to solve
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problems that arise in the province connected with the
implementation of the transmigration program; and lastly,
these Units have responsibility to put forward suggestions
to the Chairman of the transmigration program.
The Onits for Promotion of Transmigration at the
district level perform similar functions at the provincial
level, tut in the district level there are two more organi-
zations which function at the operational organization
level. The Regional Coordinator has a function as the coor-
dinator of a number of Transmigration Settlement Unit
projects. This orgarizaticn performs the tasks involved in
promotion and has competence and responsibility for the
coordination of the activities of Project Units undertaken
by each different department or agency and carried out in
several Transmigration Settlement Units in accordance with
the instructions and stipulations issued by the Chairman of
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Figure 4.1 The Coordinating Body for Transmigration.
7a
The Field Coordinator functions as the coordinator of a
Transmigration Settlement Unit Project which performs the
assigned tasks and has competence and responsibility for
coordination of the activities of a project unit undertaken
ty each different department or agency and carried out in
the Transmigration Settlement Unit in accordance with the
instructions and stipulations issued by the Chairman of the
Transmigration Control Unit.
Radford [Sef. 3 6
^
stated that the procedure for stra-
tegic planning consists of four components (underscored by
the Authcr) . First, review of the mission and objectives of
the organization concerned, including an explicit search for
aspects cf previously-agreed upon missions and objectives
that may need to be changed in the light of recent develop-
ment; secondly, consideration of ex isting and future deci-
sion situa tio ns in which the organization is involved;
thirdly, plann in g fcr i m pie mentation of the courses of
action necessary to achieve the desirable outcomes in the
decision situations selected for participation; and fourth,
the review and reappraisa l of the work done in each ci the
above components.
If this theory is to be related to the general activi-
ties cf the process-cycle in the transmigration above, ail
of the components of the strategic planning must be accommo-
dated in the process-cycle. For example, the first component
has been accommodated in the Macro-planning, while the
second and the third components have been accommodated in
Micro-planning and the two following phases. The last compo-
nent of the strategic planning can be seen in the last phase
of the process-cycle.
Furthermore, Radford mentioned that there are three
factors that can lead to unsuccessful results in the imple-
mentation of strategic planning. First or all, if tneLe is
an unsatisfactory coupling of the strategic plan to the
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actions necessary to imple merit it, there will be problems
•within the organization and in the external decision situ-
ations with which it is concerned. Secondly, if insufficient
attention is paid tc the negotiation of outcomes in the
external decision situations there will likely be future
trouble and third, there is may be a defect in the rasic
planning process itself.
In the implementation of strategic planning in
Indonesia's transmigration plan, several government agencies
have been involved. The problem is that the intensity of the
involvement of each government agency depends upon the
intensity of the coordination within the Coordinating Body
and how the perception of the each Ministry relates to this
program since the tasks and the responsibility to its own
department must also be accomplished properly. Participation
in the transmigration program is only a supportive function
for their agencies.
This problem can be related and fit to the first and
second factors given by Radford above, and could relate to
that several problems occured in the implementation cf the
transmigration plan. For example, because of the target
which must be fulfilled in the area of origin forced the
authorities of that area to include ineligible migrants
which will cause further problems in the settlement area,
e.g. the increase in the rate of criminality. Another
example is the unsynchronicity of work between one govern-
ment agency with the others caused by the priority princi-
ples within each government agency. This causes ambiguity in
the proportional judgment of the decision maker between the
major task within the agency and the supportive function
which must be done in the transmigration program.
This problem occured for example in tne Way Seputih
settlement project where the irrigation facilities which had
teen expected would be completed by the Department of Public
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Works, as has been mentioned in the Five-Year Plan for 1S56
- 1S60, in the implementation found that nothing had beer,
done by this department because the priority of the project
had been changed to another project area as was decided by
the Ministry of the Public Works.
For the third factor, the defect in the planning process
itself caused insufficient output of the experts within each
government agency. Ihe lack of experts output was due to a
lack cf accurate data analysis, which in turn caused several
weaknesses in the planning process. For example, the
government allocated 2 hectares of land to the transmigrants
without considering the possibility of the rapid development
of the settlement areas particularly at the fertile area, or
the growth rate of the population in the settlement area.
The impact caused several problems, For example, conflict
arose tetween transmigrants and local residents because the
transmigrants had expanded their land without notice that
those lands belonged to the Marga. (Marga is local resi-
dents' community which has authority cased on the Adat
laws) . They resettled the overcrowded settlement areas and
forced movement to the other settlement areas, etc. Ihe
planning also had a lack consideration in marketing of the
production, adequate infra structure facilities, environment
development, etc., which caused other problems to occur such
as the conflict between transmigrants from Bali and Java,
tetween Balinese with local residents in Sumatra and
Sulawesi caused by the environment. In this case the tran-
smigrants left their settlement from a certain area in
Kalimantan and Sulawesi because of the infertile land,
drought, the timber room, etc.
Another problem is the lack of coordination and
synchronization. For example, tne delay of potential tran-
smigrants in the origin area moving to the settlement area
caused the eagerness of the new transmigrants to decrease
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significantly and the budget which has been provided could
not be utilized.
The defect in strategic planning also has been caused by
insufficient contingency planning for natural disasters
which cannot be predicted properly. Inadequate budgets tor
utilizing modern technology like LANDSAT, sophisticated
computer systems for farming and agricultural analysis, etc.
even assistance in research and development including loans
which were provided and given by foreign agencies such as
USAID, UNDP, the World Bank, the Asian Development Eank and
by foreign Government teams (such as those from the
Netherlands, West Germany, and the UK) in both planning and
finance were not fully utilized.
The Author believes that in the strategic planning
inplementation in Indonesia's transmigration plan the prin-
ciples to successfully practice strategic management as nas
been suggested by Ccllier in the earlier chapter has been
implemented. The lack of inplementation of these principles
probably is in the intensity of the implementation of each
principle. This requires the interpretation of each decision
maker to the transmigration plan that need a high degree of
coordination between each department and agency which was
involved in this plan.
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V. CONCLUSIONS jyyj RECOMMENDATIONS
A. CCNCIOSIONS
In the discussion ox the preceding chapters, the stra-
tegic planning i nplecentation in Indonesia's Transmigration
Plan shoved several weaknesses and inconsistencies which
caused unsuccessful efforts in accomplishing the transmigra-
tion objectives.
for the transmigration plan which become an integral
part cf the national development plan in Indonesia, because
of the complex factors that must be accommodated, such as in
national security, equal regional development and pros-
perity, budget constraints t etc., the process of planning
and the implementation became more complicated since this
planning needs a high degree of coordination and sychroniza-
tion among the related departments and agencies.
The organizational change whicn nappened in a relatively
short term caused the implementation of the planning to
become interrupted with administrative procedures, changes
in policies, etc.
The unrealistic target such as the plan to move 1.5
ill iCI people per year without any consideration of the
capacity of the land clearing, budget constraint, infra
structure availability, etc. will distract and lead to a
decline in the spirit or energy level from the personnel who
have been assigned to implement this program.
Several factors reed to be improved in order to get more
successful implementation in the future.
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B. BICCMMENDATIONS
As recommendations for the improvement of the Strategic
Planning In pie mentation in Indonesia's Transmigration Plan,
the Author suggests seme recommendations:
1. The rormulaticn of the project goals and targets should
be realistic based on the actual data of the supportive
capabilities.
2. Increase the degree of coordination between each depart-
ment and government agency related to the transmigration
plan in two areas. First, coordinate planning within
each department and government agency which has inter-
faced with the transmigration program. Second, activate
the Coordinating Eody into its proper function.
3. Increase the input of experts in the demographic problems
as well as with the input of experts in related fields
such as land surveys, land clearing, etc.
4. Minimize the change to the organization in order to avoid
time inefficiencies caused by reorganization.
5. The function of leadership should be oriented toward the
development type (creative and innovative) which is more
adaptable to technology transfer such as to utilizing
modern technology (LANESAT, etc.) with regard to the
budget constraints and the balance of the environment.
6. Utilize the DUP/EDK and EIP/DIK planning procedures to
increase the degree of synchronization of work among the
related department and the government agencies in order
tc speed up the realization of the target accomplish-
ment.
7. Incorporate the impact of socio-politic considerations in
the contingency planning in order to maintain the conti-
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